From: Frederick P.Rivara [fpr@u.washington.edu]
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 5:41 PM
To: Fern R Hauck
Cc: Yi Huang; Caroline Signore; Airong Yu; Tonse Raju; Terry T-K Huang; Sara B Fein
Subject: Congratulations on your recent publication in JAMA Pediatrics
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Dear Dr. Hauck and Dr. Huang,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to JAMA Pediatrics. Your article has received some attention in the media and we're pleased to provide some of the news coverage for you. We hope you will consider publishing with us again.

News Coverage Report, September 2013


* Co-sleeping prolongs breast-feeding but safety a concern, study says <http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-breastfeeding-duration-cosleeping-20130923_0,1138030.story>, Los Angeles Times


* Mothers who bedshare with infants breastfeed longer <http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/266463.php>, Medical News Today
* Sharing the bed with infant tied to longer breastfeeding, but also raises SIDS risk<http://medcitynews.com/2013/09/sharing-bed-infant-tied-longer-breastfeeding-also-raises-sids-risk/>, MedCity News
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